MODUROOF® is delivered just-in-time, helping
project schedules to stay on track and minimising
storage requirements onsite. In fact, using offsite
methods can help make up lost time on program
overruns.
Moduroof also reduces preliminary costs as it
results in less time onsite because modules are
delivered ready to install. Storage costs and other
ancillary overheads such as scaffolding and trades
are significantly reduced or eliminated. Moduroof
system is approved to be used on NHBC accredited
sites.

Quality Assurance
All modules are factory engineered and undergo
rigorous quality control checks. Clients can be
assured of the high precision and consistency that
comes as standard with offsite construction. Indoor

We manufacture offsite under controlled factory
conditions, ensuring accuracy and build quality. We
have over 20 years’ experience in the construction
industry, our unique offering is fast becoming a solution
for key projects.
We work across a mix of sectors including private
housing, apartments, social housing, education,
sports facilities and commercial projects. We work to
our customer’s specifications to develop the roofing
solutions they require. In our industry it is about

collaboration and partnerships and the Moduroof
solution provides a unique option for development
projects, our approach helps to save time on site and so
provides key efficiencies.
Moduroof is available throughout the UK and with a
factory located in North Yorkshire we welcome our
partners to visit and see projects in progress, so that
you can get an understanding of our process and how
we can complement your projects.

manufacture also eliminates delays due to bad
weather, a common problem on UK building sites

Secure Transportation
MODUROOF® sections are designed for safe, escort
free transportation by trailer to site. The finished
modules are sealed up during delivery to protect the
internal structure and finishes from the elements

Lift & Fix
Expert fitting is undertaken without damage or
cracking to the structure’s fixtures and finishes –
such as skylights and tiles. Under the direction of
a skilled installation team, a complete roof and
waterproofed house can typically be achieved
within two days.

